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УДК 533.9

А.Г.Ситенко, П.П.Сосенко

Перенормированная теория низкочастотных гидродинамических

флуктуации в плазме

Изложены основные положения перенормированной статистической

теории низкочастотных гидродинамических флуктуации в магнито-

активной плазме. В рамках такой теории, развитой для общего

случая электромагнитного взаимодействия, рассчитаны стационар-

ные спектры флуктуации с учетом их нелинейного взаимодействия

между собой. Показано, что электромагнитные эффекты могут оказы-

вать существенное влияние на спектральные характеристики кон-

вективных флуктуации и связанный с такими флуктуациями аномаль-

ный перенос плазмы.

A.G.Sitenko, P.P.Soaenko

Re.ormalized Theory of Low-Frequency Hydrodynamics Fluctuations

in Plasmas

The basic statements ot the renormalized statistical theory of

low-frequenoy hydrodynamio fluctuations in magnetized plasmas

are formulated. Stationary fluctuation spectra are calculated

with aooount for the nonlinear interaction of fluctuations

within the oontext of the theory developed tor the general oase

of electromagnetic interaction. It is demonstrated that elec-

tromagnetic effects may influence essentially the epeotral

characteristics of the oonveotive oells fluctuations and the

relevant anomalous transport in plasmas.

(c) 1989 Институт теоретической физики АН УССР
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1. INTRODUCTION

Low-frequency plasma oscillations and fluctuations (with

frequencies much less than the ion gyrofrequency) attract more

and more attention within the context of the problem of plasma

magnetic confinement and anomalous transport phenomena. The ex-

periments, aimed to reveal mechanisms of anomalous plasma trans-

port in a magnetic field, make it possible to determine the low-

frequency motion characteristics in much more details and give

evidence of a more complex plasma behavior as compared to ini-

tial assumptions [1-16].

The possibility to explain anomalous plasma diffusion in

terms of convective cells notions was pointed out [17-21}. In

particular, it was originally demonstrated [171 that the coef-

ficient of test particle diffusion due to drift motion in cros-

sed fields (with the electric drift velocity ? -cE*B
0
/Bp

here с is the light velocity, E is an electrio field

strength, E>
0
 is an external magnetic field induction) has the

anomalous Bohm-like dependence , 1 / В , on the magnetic field

in the equilibrium plasma case. The numerical simulation of

test particle diffusion in the two-dimensional plasma [18] (see

also the reviews [22,23]) revealed the existence of three regi-

mes: the clasaical one, with the diffusion dependence like i/B
2
 ;
о

the intermidiate regime, with no diffusion dependence on the

magnetic field magnitude, and the regime corresponding to very

large values of B
Q
 , with the diffuaion dependence like i/B

o

ID agreement with the result [17]. The latter two regimes could

be understood within qualitative arguments [18] ooncerning exci-

tation of eddy-like collective motions in plasmas, which might

be dominant even in the thermal equilibrium state. Numerical

study [19,21] of three-dimensional oonvective diffusion revealed

that for the closed magnetic field lines diffusion had the same

form as for the case of two dimensions, however, for the nonclo-

sed field lines diffusion could be described within the classi-

cal theory up to very large values of the magnetio field. When

the field is strong enough the enhanced diffusion took place,

with the oonveotive diffusion coeffloient lnoreasing linearly

from the olassioal value to the anomalous magnitude due to the

shear length increase [21].
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As it was explained [2], the conveotive excitations corres-

pond to the low-frequenoy hydrodynamic plasma eigen-oscillations.

The dispersion relation of the flute ( к
ц
 < < k^) oonveotive mode

has the form

here |-ij « ̂  /m.̂  n
o
 , ^ is the relevant ion viscosity coeffi-

cient [24], Й
е
( Ф ^ ) is the electron (ion) plasma frequency,

^ae
5 e 6

o/
r n
e

c
 (

 W
BI ">

 i a t n e
 electron (ion) gyrofrequency, m

e

(m > is the electron (ion) mass, e ia the electron char-

ge, n
0
 is an equilibrium plasma density, к is a wave vector,

the index X (II) refers to the perpendicular (parallel) to the

magnetic field vector component. This mode is essentially ape-

riodic, and convective cells are weakly damped due to finite ion

viscosity. The fluctuation-dissipation relation was used in [20]

to obtain the following spectra of small oonvective fluctuations

in the equilibrium plasma:

where T is a plasma temperature, and

is the low-frequency dielectric permittivity (the latter does

not take into acoount nonlinear interaction effects). The spect-

rum width, is related to finite ion visoosity.

A number of experiments [25-29] give evidence justifying

the oonvective diffusion concept, the experiments [30-33] were

oarried out to demonstrate the excitation of convective cells

in plasmas by external souroes.

Further theoretical research eluoidated the role of convec-

tive cells nonlinear interaction [34-36] (see also references

in [34-36]), possible mechanisms of their excitation in plasmas

[37-43]. Experimental studies [16,25,26] stressed the neoesaity

to oonstruot the nonliu>.ar theory of oonveotive fluctuations and

turbulence, as well. In particular, the dependence [25,26] of

the coefficient of plasma anomalous diffusion across the magnetiо

field upon the magnitude of the latter might be ooeprehended wit-



hin the vortical diffusion notions [20], but the diffusion coef-

ficient magnitude was much, above the theoretical value [20]. A

nonthermal spectrum of convective fluctuations with an effective

temperature much above the plasma temperature, should be as-

sumed in order to remove thia discrepancy. The possibility for

such spectrum can be established by the nonlinear theory, only.

The spectra of low-frequency fluctuations observed under

laboratory conditions have large widths (comparable to the cha-

racteristic oscillation frequencies). This is the evidence of

essentially nonlinear fluctuation nature and necessitates going

beyond the theoretical models based on using the successive ap-

proximation method. The description of strong nonlinear convecti-

ve excitations is possible within the renormalization concept

[34-36] .

The renormalized statistical theory of convective hydrody-

namie fluctuations in plaamaa was elaborated [34,35]
 (
 and possib-

le stationary plasma states with the finite level of strongly

nonlinear convective excitations were found, and the relevant

convective excitations spectra were calculated, as well as coef-

ficients of anomalous plasma transport across the magnetic field.

In particular, the thermal fluctuation spectrum was obtained un-

der the anomalous transport conditions, when the nonlinear effeots

play an important role. In accordance with [34]. the spectral

distribution of the thermal conveotive fluctuations derived from

the solution of the renormalized nonlinear equations for strong

nonlinearity regime, implying the phase velocity ш/к fo be of

the same order of magnitude as the electric drift velocity v£ ,

~ V E , (1.4)

oan be reduced ^o the form

^2 ««>>Mi/£*<K<a>] ( 1 # 5 )

similar to (1.2), where £ff(ky'->') is the renormalized dieleo-
trio permittivity ( T • is the ion temperature). Approximately,

here the rqpormalized kinematic visoosity coefficient V-* is
К
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related to the linear coefficient, v » f^ ( 2 /u) ."> / R e £

( L is a longitudinal system size, f> ̂  is the ion gyroradius

related to the maximum wave vector magnitude: ̂  „ц̂.,, = '/fi.'i.

The kinematic viscosity coefficient v characterizes the

apeotral width in the oaae of small amplitude convective fluc-

tuations, when nonlinear interaction of oonvectlve cells is neg-

ligible and the linear approximation is justified, v-g - v

When the plasma density is large enough (or the magnetic field

is sufficiently weak),

(Q
t
/<о„-) = ̂ iri m-с/В

2
 >> \ (i.B)

the kinematic viscosity coefficient, which takes into account

particle collisions, is 1/B^ dependent on the magnetio field

magnitude. For large fluctuation amplitudes, when the nonlinear
Ы

speotrom broadening prevails: -v-* >> у - the renormalized kine-

matic viscosity coefficient is independent of the magnetic field

magnitude. The condition (1.8) corresponds to the regime of

quasineutral plasma motions.
I f
 ^

(2; /<Jв., ; < < 1 (14)

(the guiding center approximation), then the renormalized kine-

matic viscosity coefficient has the Bohm-like dependence on the

magnetic field magnitude:

„, % L /,
 / л
 ,

 4
V

/ a
 (1.10)

Thus, nonlinear interaction of oonveotive cells may be a oauae

of anomalies in transport coefficient dependences on plasma para-

meters.

As it was shown [34,35], the renormalized nonlinear equa-

tions governing the spectrum of low-frequenoy flute fluctuations

have a solution,

К с*)

where the renormalized dieleotrio permittivity hae the struoture

(1.6) with
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ч
-|»/2 (1-12)

here T is an effective oonvective excitations temperature

which ia much above the plasma temperature. This means, that the

stationary plasma state with the nonthermal spectrum of the con-

vective fluctuations is possible, and the discrepancy between

the theoretical predictions and the experimental data is removed.

The recent experiments [7-9,11-13,15] have stimulated the

interest in the study of the eonveetive fluctuations, especially,

providing evidence of broad spectra of low-frequency flute den-

sity %n. and potential ? Ф fluctuations in plasmas in the long

wavelength band, kjv < 1 , as well as strong deviations from the

linear Boltzmann relation:

These are intrinsic properties of convective cells.

For instance, the density and potential fluctuations have

been for the first time measured simultaneously in the interior

of a plasma using a heavy ion beam probe in the ISX-B device [13]

(for both regimes of Ohmic heating only and neutral beam injec-

tion). The experiments [13] have revealed fluctuations in the

broad frequency range, from 50 to 500 KHz, containing the main

part of the microscopic plasma turbulence energy, and presented

radial profiles in the other two-thirds of the plasma. It has

been established, in particular, that &n/n
o
 - \% in the plas-

ma interior (irrespective of the heating regime) but, near the

plasma edge, much higher fluctuation levels have been measured

(with the beam heating increasing the fluctuation level about a

factor of two above that for Ohmio heating only). The data [13]

obtained using a heavy ion beam probe are in agreement with scat-

tering measurements on other devices and probe measurements in

ISX-B. The measurements in the edge plasma using Langmuir probes

have presented strong deviations from the linear Boltzmann dist-

ribution, as well [7-9].

Moreover, the experimental studies (in particular, on such

devioea aa Aloator С [10], TEXT [11,12,46,47] and Calteoh [91)

have given evidence of low-frequency long wavelength fluctuations,

propagating in the ion dianmgnetic drift direction (in addition
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to the familiar fluctuations, propagating in the electron diamag-

netio drift direction), and of the distinct spectrum peak in the

frequency range corresponding to ion diamagnetic drift [11,12,46].

The additional peak occurs at sufficiently large plasma densities

when the global energy confinement time saturates. This phenome-

non is related, presumably, to enhancement of ion transport, and

it may be the evidence of convective turbulence excitation.

It ia to be noted that many important aspects of the rela-

tion between fluctuations and anomalous transport in a plasma are

still far from being understood, primarily, magnetic fluctuations.

Their theoretical and experimental investigation is at the ini-

tial stage [2-5,48-50]. The magnetic field fluctuations may be a

cause of plasma transport anomalies, in addition to the density

and potential fluctuations.

The existence of the hydrodynamic р1азта oscillation mode

related to random electron motion along the confining magnetic

field lines was pointed out [51] (a magnetostatic mode). This mo-

tion results in perpendicular magnetic field perturbations. Elec-

tron magnetic drift may cause anomalous thermal transport. Magne-

tostatic excitations, are aperiodic (in a weakly inhoraogeneous

plasma) like oonvective cells and are slowly damped due to colli-

aional dissipation. The magnetic field line perturbations form

islands in the plane perpendicular to the external magnetic field.

The spectrum of thermal magnetostatio fluctuations of .small in-

tensity (which justifies application of the linear theory) and

the relevant test particle diffusion coefficient were derived f51] „

Various linear [37,52,53] and nonlinear [37,54-56] mechanisms

of raagnetostatic oscillations excitation were proposed, and th<.

peculiarities of thermal magnetic fluctuations and anomalous

electron diffusion in a mirror confined plasma [57] were eluci-

dated. The experimenta [58] demonstrating plasma magnetostatic

mode exoitation by external sources, as well as numerical aimula-

tiona [59-61] of magnetoatatio fluctuations and relevant plasma

transport were carried out.

Considerable efforts were made to comprehend the mode nonli-

near properties within tne approach [51] (see [35,37,62-76]). Ho-

wever, a consistent nonlinear theory of electromagnetics hydrody-

uamio fluctuations, which make it possible to determine fluctua-

tion spectral characteristics and the anomalous transport magni-
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tude with allowance for nonlinear interaction between oonveotive

oells and magnetostatic excitations, is still absent. Possible

influence of magnetio field fluctuations on the spectral charac-

teristics of density and potential fluctuations remains unexplai-

ned. As it is shown below this influence may be very essential.

The renormalized statistical theory of low-frequenoy hydro-

dynamio fluctuations in magnetized plasmas is developed in this

paper for the general oase ot electromagnetic interaction, and

the stationary spectra of potential and magnetic field thermal

fluctuations, with nonlinear interaction between them being taken

into account, are derived. The potential approximation appears to

be justified only in the case of a very low pressure plasma when

a. > t*
n
 T. /ft

1
 << m /m. (1.14)

meanwhile in the oase of a small but finite pressure plasma, when

^
;
 )«,/">; - only in the limit of a strongly noniaothermal

plasma with cold electrons.

T.
i

When

nonlinear interaction between convective and magnetostatic exci-

tations results in a considerable broadening of the potential

fluctuation spectrum, leaving the spectral intensity.

It is demonstrated, that low-frequency thermal fluctuations

may oause anomalous plasma transport, and the anomalous diffusion

coefficient is calculated. It is established that for the finite

pressure plasma (1.16) the anomalous diffusion magnitude decrea-

ses substantially due to nonlinear interaotion of the oonveotive

and magnetostatio excitations.

2. BASIC EQUATIONS

One starts from the system of transport equations for a simp-

le plasma [24): the continuity equations for electrons and ions,

r\
t
 * ? . ( П

;
У \ ) - О , (2.2)
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the equations of motion,

31
 e

« l ^ U ^ / c l t ) = «jft^E* v^B/c
1
)- vp

i
-v-I

i
 - R

and the heat -transport equations

(2

(2

(2

(2

.3)

-4)

.5)

.6)

where p a = a a T a , if = ̂ t + v a - ^ .
The components of the s t ress tensor Ж have the form

(the н-axis i s along the magnetic f ield В )

XI iX ' 2 x i 4 | y j i '

Г i j f = - к W * h W

- (</г>'г1 (W x a c - W ) - *2jW

л * -(</a)»i ( >(w3 c x • w •) •

where W .̂ - ^V. •» '«v^- (г/З)^» V- v ia the rate of s t ra in tensor.

General expressions for transport coefficients are presented in

[24], in part icular, in the magnetized plasma case, when

the viscosity ooefficienta for ions are as follows,

fclo-°.96pi*i . * | " < v i o ^ p i / « ? T l , ( 2 . 9 )

as for electrons, when e. s - e ,

(2.10)
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In (2.8)-(2.10)

the electron and ion "times between collisions", «Ĵ -eaj/e »«6M.c,

The force R ia the sum of the friction force R-. , due

to relative motion with, the velocity 3 « 7 - v: , and the thar-

mal force R
T
 , due to the electron temperature gradient. The

electron heat flux <̂
g
 consists of two similar parts. In the

magnetized plasma case (2.8), when е^«-с ,

(2.11)

if! • o,?1p
e
a

|(
 - (l

where

are the thermal conductivity coefficients. In (2.5) and (<;.6)

Qi. (Q«>
 i s

 *Ье heat released in the ion (eleotron) oomponent

due to ion-eleotron collisions:

The transport equations оan be olosed by virtue of the

eleotromagnetio field equations:

(2.12)
-Ct/c>T>

t
&

where E • о E represents eelf-oonaistent osoillations of the

eleotrio field atrength, В - &
o
 • Sb , B>

0
 ie an external magu«-

tio field (wuioh is assumed to be homogeneous and atationary),
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oft representa self-consiatent oscillations of the magnetic

field induction, SB < < 6
0
 .

In order to describe fluctuations one can introduce the Lan-

gevin sources into the transport equations [77J. The heat trans-

port equations combined with the continuity equations yield the

equation of entropy balance [24]:

V •
( 2
*

1 3 )

where S» S n *s n is the plasma entropy per unit volume,

is the entropy production per unit volume for the electrons,

i s the entropy production per unit volume for the ions, i?e^ Б
• QUO/T\- 1 / \ ) . Tbe variation of the total entropy, S»Jd?s ,
ie governed by the equation, AS/dt • \&1& .

The entropy production $ can be oast into the form, $ •
з - х т X ̂  , where x^ are the generalized thermodynamio velo-
c i t i e s , and X i are the generalized thermodynamic forces, which
are related to each other by virtue of the kinetic coeffioienta

*».*. l *n*-im* X a . Therefore. l9 - %mn \m Хл . It i s evident,
that X « SS/Sx^ .

In acoordanoe with (2.13) the quantities | c , ^ i , Л.ЗСе,^^, Q*
are the generalized thermodynamio ve loci t ies, while
<1/те)71лТе, O/T^vUTi, a/T, , W,/2Te, Wi/2^ , СТе-Т\ VT€Ti
are the relevant thermodynamio forces. One introduces the Langevin
sources S i ^ to allow for fluctuationst х ч -« х^• х л • ^*Д ,
i . e . зс -• x ' = X* for0 , R - ft'« £ + S"R° e t c , where

<«<Ct,OSi'(?/.t'>>-CVmft*)f^5Ct-l')5(t-t/) (2.H)

(the angular braokets stand for statistical averaging). In parti-

cular,
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where '/.te-.pv ^
re
 the coefficients relating the viscosity ten-

sor components Я^. to the tensor components ^ ^ „ / г т
 (
 taken

with an opposite sign: X ^ = - %+*,•»„ W / 2 T - The follo-

wing kinetic coefficients are nonzero,

xx.xx

у » Т ь ; у = у * - у = - у = Т ь ;
** Хч ' XN i ^ X X * XV О х ч ' Ч Ч " Д ч ' X X " ЧЧ' "Х4 2

у »v я т <| ' у • - Y . = Т1^

a n d
 У^-,(иу

=
 ̂ 4.,f4v= V*fkivf* * Therefore, the following oor-

relation functions are nonzero,

•-i'^S(t-t') ,

(2.16)

c
3

 г
. ^i

?') S(t-t') .

Similarly, for the random part of the friotion force

y y ^ S ( 7 i > 5 ( t t > , (2.17)

where y*. are the coefficients relating the foroe fe to the

vector u/\, taken with an opposite sign. In accordance

with (2.11)

in particular,

^ j t ' ) . (2.18)
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In a similar manner one obtains the expressions for correlation

functions of other sources.

3. REDUCED NONLINEAR EQUATIONS FOR LOW-FREQUENCY

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD FLUCTUATIONS

In what follows, low-frequenoy quasi-flute fluctuations,

with

k

4

/ k
i ~

 u / u )
6 *

 < 1
 (3.1)

are considered (Ъ
%
 - Ю , v,

(
 - lc

((
 , v^ - k

x
 ; indie? и (i ) is rela-

ted to the vector component parallel (perpendicular) to b
0
 .

It is also assumed that

p p 0 \ \ V V j / o b , (3.2)

and small-scale fluctuations are taken into account:

l v U p o | / k ~

From the perpendioulax oomponent of the equation of motion,

rewritten in the form,

where a'» C^/mKE.* ч » 5&
х
/с > - (?pt?.jc'

?

within the approximation (3.1) one obtains:

This expression must be introduced into the total continuity

equation,

"*tP * ̂ х'^л.
 3
 ° t <3.6)

where p = Z e
a
a

4
 , Э ' ^ Ч ^ ^ а • Bq. (3.5) states that

perpendicular plasma motion is a superposition of eleotrio drift

with the velocity v, , diamagnetic drift with the velocity

v*̂  • (c/en6
0
> Ь» vp (it gives no contribution into (3-6)),

and magnetic! drift with the velocity v^ ш У
и
 Zt

x
 / 6

0
 . The rest
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of the terms in (3~5) take into account small corrections to

this motion, due to polarization drift with the velocity

longitudinal magnetic field fluctuations Sb
|(
 and finite plaama

viscosity and conductivity.

Por instance, finite viscosity gives rise to drift with, the

velocity:

7 { b « *>(l?
0
?-V > • ̂  A V

x
 + tv\j>-^ v

t
 •7 ^ j

"*
 p

 - - , - - - - (3.8)

Here the magnetized plasma ordering, ̂
o
~(to

B
T) ̂

s
 - (и

й
т)

г
 *г

 1
 » is

to be noted, as well as the fact, that within the approximations

(3.1)-(3.3) plasma motion is incompressible to the leading orders

5". v" ~ (u/cJ.)k v . (3.9)
О Jk. i.

The first term in the right-hand aide of Eq.O.e) gives no cont-

ribution into the continuity equation (in the case of the inho-

mogeneous external magnetic field its contribution has the magni-

tude of the order of (u
B
t ̂ (ш/о^

2
 » ( w o

1
 << i , ее compared

to the oontrlbution of the last term proportional to *i
i
 ). As for

the contribution from the terms, containing the coefficient ij ,

oombined with the contribution from the part of polarization

drift (3.7),

i t has the magnitude of

and oan be neglected in accordance with (3.9).

Drift motion due to friction between ions and eleotrone has

no efftot on the total current.

The approximation of small pressure fluctuations is intro-

duced below,

I ^Sp/pj . (3.1D

The ordering (3.11) corresponds to (1.13) and implies the effeoie
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inlta ion gyroradiua to b<

then

of finite ion gyroradiua to be sufficiently weak: ĵ k

P l Si о <• t E i- ( 3 . 1 2 )

One can neglect electron polarization drift ("i
t
 < < "i

t
 } > &e

well as ion magnetic drift.

Thue, the assumptions (3.D-O.3) and (3.11), and the Poia-

aon equation make it possible to transform the continuity equa-

tion (3.6):

t
 Vu+V

E
.v->v.E • Л £)7- „ д.

 o
 (3.13)

here « • < • <*
t
 , *i * ̂ c ^

O
m
i
/&

0
 , у a ̂

t
 fn| /£ is the ki-

nematic viscosity coefficient.

In terms of the scalar and vector field potentials,

E » - v Ф - (i/c) Oift О Б > 7 « A ^ *
1 4
^

(with the Lorentz gauge, V-A • (< /C)3
t
<|> » 0 )

f
 the electromagnetic

field equations (2.12) have the form

&Ф - -&J*>/c2--4jtf , iA - ̂ t /K/c2 »- 4л53 /с , (3.15)

•• -• -* -^

where Si » "D - 3
 o
 , ~i

0
 is an unperturbed (external) ourrent

density. In the oase of fluctuations with

E
A
< ( B

o
 (3.16)

and

*>, w
E
 » v

e
k , (3.47)

the displacement ourrent can be negleotedt

«0 < < ck (3.18)

(the condition (3-17) means that fluctuations may have an essen-

tially nonlinear nature). For instance, the condition (3.18) im-

plies, that к >> «о*
3
 («j/u)

ai
") cm" for typical ion gyrofre-

quency values ~ to* s"' (t
0
 - \ T > . in the oaee of small-soale

fluctuations, when k > » X
f t
i t/L

n
 ( L ^ l s the plasma inhomo-

geneity scale), the condition (3*18) is satisfied, when

X
n
 *-(u/<J

ftl
y lo" cm."

1
 (for plasmas in large toroidal devi-
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oes Х
л
 4 Ю cm ).

Within the approximation (3.18) the field equations (3.15)

simplify:
4
* " "

4
« f ' *

 A s
"^o"3/c .

 ( 3 > 1 9 )

one obtains, that E
x
 = - Т ^ Ф , and the last term in the left-

hand side of (3.13) vanishes. If temperature fluctuations are

negligible, the condition (3.11) trasforms into (1.13).

Substituting (3.19) and the relation, S B
X
= vA

l (
« Ь » into

(3.13), one finally derives the nonlinear equation for the poten-

tial Ф J

[Ъ. - vi - (С/Ь
о
">7ф»1ь-У 1

1
 -. - - - (3.20)

Ab A
whioh is the conveotive cell equation £34], modified due to mag-

netic field fluctuations. These fluctuations are produced by ran-

dom partiole motion and result in magnetio field lines flutter.

The source correlation function оan be easily calculated by

means of (2.16):

<s(z,t>s(t',t')> « («xi\v/o д
1
 Sci-?'> S(t-t') .

 O # 2 1 )

The role of nonlinear effects in (3.20) may be characterized

by the relation, Ri Vj/vk (the Reynolds number).

Longitudinal component of the vector potential enters (3.20),

only. An equation for the latter can be derived from the parallel

components of the equations of motion whioh are conviniently for-

mulated in terms of current densities, j = en v :

^
 (

-(e/«i)[er»E «-j *Sb/c] «= t (e/m) R'
 (

Р
(
.» pSij • Лц is the pressure tensor. Within the approximation

(3.1) one derives from (3.22) the equation for the parallel com-

ponent ~3
Щ
 of the total current density:
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where the mass discrepancy between iona and electrons is taken

into aooount. Prom (2.7) in the case of small-scale fluctuations

one obtains:

(«/«) V-JE-b •- fe
a
 A J , , / » * - О- С ^ - j„ ) . (3.24)

The contribution from the first term on the right-hand aide of

(3.24) has the magnitude - pjjk
1
 < < 1 ( p

e
 ia the electron

gyroradiua), as oompared to the right-hand aide of (3-23), and

it can be neglected. As for the second term, it vanishes in

(3.23) together with the terms, which allow for convective tran-

sport of ourrent density fluctuations with the diamagnetic drift

velocity.

The equation (3.23), combined with the assumption (3.11) and

the relation (3.19) between the vector potential and the current

density, yields, ultimately, the nonlinear equation for the

fluctuation of the vector potential parallel component:

^ « b - ? ] U
r
d

l
u A , ) - V

mi
A,, - (3.25)

where 3
o

E
jo« is the longitudinal external ourrent density re

lated mainly to the electrons, v
m
 • cViJi <r

(1
 is the magnetio

visooaity, i/or
|(
 a o,51 m

t
/f?n

o
X
t
 • ̂  " c / £ « a n d t h e s o u r o e

oorrelation function ia determined in accordance with (2.18).

The role of nonlinear effeots in (3.25) may be characterized by

the relation, ft^ * v^cud^^/v^l* (the magnetic Reynolds number).

The equations (3.20) and (3.25) form a starting set of the

reduoed nonlinear equations for quasi-flute low-frequency fluo-

tuations of the electromagnetic field in plasmas.

4. LINEAR THEORY OP FLUCTUATIONS

If the fluctuation magnitude is sufficiently small, R << i ,

R m<< 1 , then the nonlinear terms in (3.20) and (3.25) are neg-

ligible, and the linear approximation is justified:

The equations (4.1) can be written in terms of the spaoe-time
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Pourier components Ф
к
 , А

к
, S

K
 , S

m K
 of the potentials

Д (г 1) and the sources S(?,t) , S-C? t ) :
ЦТ

It is clear from (4.2), that aperiodic electric potential eigen

oscillations (the convective cell mode [20] ) with the frequency

(1.1), aa well as aperiodic eigen-oscillations of the magnetio

field (the magnetoatatic mode [51]) with the frequency, w •»

= -i'"
tn
l»V(l»<l

2
k
2
'> • - i Y w £ are posaible in plasmas.

Speotral distributions of the fluctuations follow directly

from (4.2). Speotral quadratic correlation functions <#»
г
>

к
 ,

( A
4
> » (Ь

4
>ц and < $ ^ >

K
 are defined as follows,

<Ф
К
**,>- Сгл)" S(K-K') <*

J
>

K
 ,

 (4
*

3)

eto. It is clear, that

Then (4.2), oombined with (3.21) and (2.18), yields

here Y£ • v k2 •

As it can be seen from (4.4), the finite speotrum width for

the potential (magnetic) fluctuations is related to finite plas-

ma viscosity (conductivity) and ia characterized by the linear

damping coeffioient of oonveotive cells ^ r ( magnetostatio

exoitations Y t )* T h e F o u r i e r components of the spaoe corre-

lation functions are the integrals of the spectra (4.4) over the

frequenoy:
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(where H ... » (1/2Я) \elid ... ). The fluctuation spectral in-

tensities (4.5) are completely determined by the plasma tempera-

ture.

The equations (4.4) may be cast into the form of the fluc-

tuation-dissipation relations:

and

* u(c 2kV[cY-(A t<>>-i} , (4.7)

where £(к> « £( 1 • i y*/u > and £t(«) = - 2e/cJ (U • i V^ /i
2 )

are the longitudinal and transveree dielectrio permittivities,

respectively. The fluctuation-dissipation relations in the form

(4.6) or (4.7) were applied in [20,51] to find the spectral dis-

tribution of low-frequency fluctuations in the equilibrium plas-

ma with, given diasipative properties. The general approach des-

cribed above makes it possible to analyse spectra of fluotua-

tions in the nonequilibrium plasma (fluctuations near the non-

equilibrium macrosoopiо plasma state). In the latter case the

relations of the type (4.6) or (4.7) may also hold [78].

It is to be noted, that potential fluctuation spectrum

width depends on the magnetic field like </b*
 i n

 *
n e
 regime

of quasi-neutral motion (large densities, £ >> 1 ), which reali-

zes in many plasma devices (.for instance, the typical parameters

values like S o ~ 1 T and n.o ~ Ю
1 4

 c m
~

3
 imply £ ~ 1O3«.1O4).

The expressions (2.9) and (2.Ю) are appropriate for this very

regime. As for the dependence of the magnetostatio fluctuation

spectrum width on the magnetic field, it is absent.

5. RENORMALIZED NONLINEAR EQUATIONS FOR THE

FLUCTUATION SPECTRA

When fluctuation intensities are large, R >. t and

R i. \ , nonlinear effects become essential. With fluctuation

nonlinear interaction being taken into aooount, the reduced equ-

ations for the Fourier components of the fluctuating potentials

have the form

2 1 Г к а > [ ф * - j V A ] . - S K , (5.1)
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(5» 3 /

In order to calculate stationary apeotra of low-frequenoy

fluctuations the general renormalized statistical approach [35]

is to be applied. The description of the fluctuation field allo-

wing for nonlinear effects requires the knowledge of tUo higher

order correlation functions, in addition to the quadratic corre-

lation function:

and so on. In what follows, the study of plasma states with

<А„Ф> « 0 (5.5)

is oarried out. la aooordanoe with [35], one introduces the re-

normalised dieper*ion funotione:

t • -' • v • в
1
 f ' j v / - « (1 (5.6)
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whioh are to be determined later on from the renormalization oon-

dition.

Suocesaive multiplication of the equations (5-1) and (5.2)

by themselves and statistical averaging result in a hierarchy

of nonlinear equations for the correlation function sequence.

The closure ia achieved, if the correlation functions of the or-

der higher than four are negleoted, and the terms up to the fou-

rth order with respect to the fluctuations are retained, only.

After the correlation funotions of the third and fourth orders

are expressed in terms of the quadratic correlation function,

the system of equations for the fluctuation spectral distribu-

tions emerges:

a

The equations for the renormalized dispersion functions

(5*6) follow from the conditioa of equations (5*7) and (5.8) re-

normalization. Formally, the latter requires the nonlinear terms

in (5Л) and (5.8), proportional to <Ф
а
>„ and <А

г
>

ч
 , to be

absent. If this requirement is met, then the renormalized disper-

sion funotions zeros oorreapond to the oscillation eigen-frequ-

encies allowing for nonlinear Interaction. Letting the expres-
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aions in curly brackets in (5.7) and (5-8) be equal to zero, one

derives the final system of four equations for the fluctuation

spectral distributiona and the renormalized dispersion funotions:

(5.9)

t
K

к • k

- M U -IT )<*S /fit 1 (5.10)

i

• W * (5.11)

The solution of the system of the nonlinear equations (5.9)-

(5.12) corresponds to a possible stationary plasma state.

6. STATIONARY FLUCTUATION SPBUTRA

It is convinient to introduce the representation,

J
; ^ :

K
) . (6.1)

Then (5.9)-(5.12) yield the following equations for the quanti-

ties n
K
 and

,fc
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(6.2)

The l e f t - hand s i d e s of the equat ions (6 .2) and (6.3) vanish , i f

/ £ k 2 , ( 6 . 4 )

2 (1 + i 2 k 2 ) . , . .
ч (6.5)

The symmetry properties of the nonlinear interaction coefficients,

,k> = о

(6.6)

•^(и-А^м^к.-Г^ » о ,
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rnay be used to prove, that the right-hand sides of (6.2) and

(6.3) vanish, as well, if (6.4) and (6.5) hold.

Therefore, the solution of the syatem of the nonlinear

equations (6.2) and (6.3) for the quantities n
K
 and п.

1лк
 has

the form (6.4) and (6.5). As the quantities, inverse to the re-

normalized dispersion functions, are the Fourier components of

the response functions, the representations(6.1) oombined with

(6.4) and (6.5) yield:

<rcb
2
4- * n^ <A'S- = a - . (6.7)

i.e. nonlinear interaction does not change the fluctuation

spectral intensities (see (4.5)).

An approximate representation may be used for the renorma-

lized dispersion functions [34]:

l * - L < o * y - I = - i<0 + V - , (6.8)

where y-> ( У
т
^ ) is the renormalized damping ooeffioient of

the potential (magnetic) fluctuations, which oharaoterizes the

spectrum width allowing for nonlinear interaction.

The equations (5.9) and (5.11), in which the representations

(6.1) and (6.8) are introduced, yield the system of the nonli-

near equations for the renormalized damping coefficients:

- •

j r ft? ^ C

r
 • — Т. г»\к k •> -; ; ;

( 1
^ ~ — " ^ —

(6.10)
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The spectral fluctuation intensities in (6.9) and (6.10) are

known (and governed by (6.4) and (6.5)).

As it emerges from (6.9) and (6.10), nonlinear interaction

produces fluctuation spectrum broadening. For large fluctuation

intensities the spectrum width may be completely due to the non-

linear effects. Another important consequence follows from (6.9).

namely: in the finite electron temperature plasma the nonlinear

broadening of the oonvective fluctuation spectrum may essen-

tially depend on the magnetic fluctuations caused by electron

random motion along the magnetic field lines.

In what follows the condition of no external current is im-

posed (^
o
»O,M

<
.= 0 ) .

For the plasma parameters in the range (1.16) the electron

inertia is negligible:

therefore the simplified expression,

enters (6.10). The summation sings in the equations (6.9) and

(6.10) denote the integral,

If the isotropio and quasi-flute nature of fluctuations is taken

into account, then the integration of the delta-function in

(6.12) over the longitudinal projections and the azimuthal angles

(in the plane, perpendicular to the external magnetic field) of

the wave vectors can be carried out:

k,+ k лк W+k, «. к,*к

where «С is the angle between the veotors lc
f
 and Ic ,

(</2Л)^с1к
||
 -» i/L .

The main contribution to the integral (6.9) oomee from the

region к, >> к . Therefore, (6.9) reduces to the form
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v£ = v * (v*t/2)J <U (i/lo[i/v£
 +i/v^-) f (6.14)

к

where v^ s yZ/ k
2
 and v̂ -jj • ̂ ^ / K* are the renormalized

ooeffioients of kinematic and magnetic viscosity, respectively,
vil" c l Ti / a ao £ L » *г »(T

f t
/T

t
)

z
 , and the cut-off at the up-

per limit, related to the integral logarithmic divergence [80],

is performed. It follows from (6.14), that the renormalization

of thr kinematio viscosity coefficient due to fluctuation nonli-

near interaction can be oorreotly described within the potential

approximation, strictly speaking, in the limit, 1 — 0 , i.e. in

the case of a strongly nonisothermal plasma with cold electrons,

when (6.14) yields (1.7).

The renormalized magnetic viscosity coefficient is governed

by the equation:

1

The nonlinear interaction contribution in (6.15) has the magni

tude , - v.( / v
4
 v,* , it ia assumed, that •>»£ > > v m , and

v/ithin this approximation the renormalized kinematic viscosity

coefficient is obtained direotly after integration in (6.14):

(this solution satisfies (6.16)). Thus, the spectrum width for
the strongly nonlinear oonveotive fluctuations is governed by
nonlinear interaction with the magnetostatic fluctuations, and
is much above the potential theory value (1.7).

In the oase of fluctuations in the low pressure plaoma,
when the oondition (1.15) is satisfied, the equations for the re-
normalized visoosity ooeffioients take the form (in the strongly
nonlinear regime)t
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V"" „ (6.18)

к

+ d
2
k

2 m 4dk

The integral equation (6.18) can be transformed into the diffe-

rential one:

< < < > ' S " V K m • (6.20)

The latter has a solution, governed by (1.7): v*« v^Ck^/lc)]"?

The relevant solution of the equation (6.19) has the

form:

where A(A»1W4 .

It is to be noted in conclusion, that the renormalized equ-

ations for the spectra admit also the approximate solutions,

which can be obtained from the solutions derived above, if the

eleotron and ion temperatures in the latter are superoeded with

the effeotive temperatures of the magnetostatio and conveotive

excitations, respectively.

The previous analysis demonstrates, that magnetio fluctua-

tions may influenoe essentially on potential fluctuation speot-

ral characteristics, whioh ultimately determine anomalous plasma

transport.

7. TEST PARTICbE DIFFUSION

A test partiole motion in plasmas Is governed by toe equa-

tion

3(U» v5(R(t),t) , Stt^ - I . (7.1)

Here R and V are the radius vector and the velooity of the
test partiole, t 0 is the initial time. The fluctuations^ velooi-
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ty is taken to be a given time and space function. It ia convini-

ent to transform (7.1) into the integral equation,

t

R(t> -- г * Jit'\7(R(t'),t') « г * uR(t) . (7.2)
t.

Substituting (7.2) into the definition of the test particle diffu-

sion coefficient,

t t
0
> ,

 (
 j

t -» oo

one obtains,

t t

^vc(V^(\v>,y>>/z(t-v> . (7.4)
t. t.

The velocity fluctuations are assumed to be homogeneous and sta-

tionary,

( 7
-

5 )

Then, (7.4) takes the form

t t

jit, \1\
г
\1г

%
 <^\\\x,t^ • (7.6)

where

- ?/ (7.7)

is the test particle Green funotion ( i?(x> is the Heavieide step

function). If the fluotuation So of the funotion (7.7) is neg-

leoted (this assumption is disoussed la [81]), in the oase of ho-

mogeneous and stationary fluctuations, when

?
?
,

t t
, > , (7.8)

(7.6) yields:

№
 l

>
? t
 (7.9)
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The expression,

(7.10)

for the teat particle diffusion coefficient follows from (7.9)

in the limit t -» « , < Q
K
> and (V >

 K
 are the Fourier compo-

nents of the functions ( «
t
> and (,Ы

г
У^± • In accordance

with (7.10), the diffusion coefficient calculation requires the

knowledge of the average Green function Fourier component in

addition to the spectral distribution of the velooity fluctua-

tions. The equation for this quantity may be derived in the fol-

lowing manner.

Taking into account the explicit form of the Green function

(7.7), it is easy to verify that it ia governed by the equation

The averaged equation (7.11) has the form

(\ * a.)<3U,t;i',i"O - S(t-t'>SCi

where

In order to derive the explicit expresaion for the operator a

the Green function fluctuation ia presented aa the sum,

S<j. 3~<9> - S ^
m
 + S^

(2>
 + 5j' , (7.14)

of the linear S»
c<>
 , the quadratic S<j

Ca>
 with respeot to the

velooity fluctuation parts, and the part 5ч' , which takes into

account residual nonlinear effects. The latter part le negleoted

(the quadratic interaction approximation).

From the equation (7.11), rewritten identically,

O
t
 + a ->jj - 1 + (ff - V-v ) j • (

7
-

1
5>

and combined with the representation (7.14)» one obtains

. (7.16)
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By definition the average fluctuation value equals sero. Then,

(7.16) yields < S Q '
2 >
> = 0 , if

0

ff . - (V-7 ( g > V - 7 > . (7.17)

Therefore, the equation for the averaged Green function has the

form

7 " о » i »

In the case o£ homogeneous and stationary fluctuations the lat-

ter equation yields the nonlinear equation for the Fourier com-

ponent of the averaged Green function:

ч = 4 (7.19)

The test particle diffusion in the field of low-frequency oscil-

lations occurs with the velocity

V * ( c / 6
0
) b « V * • ( V

t
/ B

o
" ) v A

M
« f

(here V
t
 is the test particle longitudinal velocity), then

(7.Ю) and (7.19) together with the representations (6.1) and

< 5 } K > = i/(-i« * £.£ )
yield:

] ' " -".»'>s 1..
— • Г К , (7.20)

(7.21)

where the assumption (5.5) пав been used. The formulae (7.20)

and (7.21) make it possible to calculate the test particle dif-

fusion ooeffioient, if the spectral oharaoteriatios of electro-

magnet io field fluctuations are known.

Below the test partiole diffusion is considered in the limit
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v
t
/c -» о with the thermal fluctuations (6.4) being present in

the plasma.

One derives from (7.20) and (7.21):

( 7
'

2 2 )

where к
 W u v
 is the minimum value of the wave vector magnitude

(related to the aystem size or the characteristic inhomogeneity

scale). The following relation holds as a combination of (7.22)

and (7.23):

»-*v«* • *'**•**•
 (7

'
24)

Differentiating (7.23) and taking into aooount (7.24), one dedu-

oes the differential equation for the diffusion ooeffioient as

a function of г :

* V * ) » ' • 4 V ^ = 0 (7.25)

In the low pressure plasma oase, when (1.15) holds, the solution

of (7.25) has the form

<\
иг
 (7.26)

In the guiding oenter approximation, £ = <, the diffusion coef-
ficient (7.26) has the Bohm-like dependence on the magnetic fi-
eld, 3b ~ 1/60. In the quasi-neutral oscillations regime, ;>> *,
th« diffusion ooeffioient (7.26) does not depend on the magnetio
field.

In the finite pressure plasma case, when (1.16) holds, the
ooeffioient of conveotive cells nonlinear damping is governed by
(6.17), and the solution of (7*25) takes the form

k«uaVJ • (7#2?)

magnitude of the diffusion coefficient (7.27) is much less
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than the value (7.26). Thus, magnetic field fluctuations cause a

substantial reduction of the test particle diffusion coefficient

in the finite pressure plasma (1.16).

In the convective fluctuations case the teat particle dif-

fusion coefficient coincides with the macroscopic diffusion coef-

ficient (when the external current is absent) [34,82]. The ana-

lysis carried out above reveals that in the finite pressure plaa-

me with the condition (1.16) being satisfied and Т
е
~ Т ^ , the

level of anomalous diffusion caused by thermal convective fluo-

tuatlons is substantially reduced due to the effects of nonli-

near interaction between the convective cells and the magneto-

static excitations.
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